Preface

Knowledge management (KM) is more and more recognized as a key factor of success for organisations: not only structured companies, but also virtual enterprises, networks of organisations or even virtual communities. These organisations of different kinds, are becoming increasingly aware of the need to collect, organise, mobilise, increase, in sum manage, the knowledge characterising their ability to stay alive, adapt and evolve in a turbulent context. Through various organisational and technological approaches, KM aims at improving knowledge access, sharing and reuse as well as new knowledge creation. KMIA 2008 highlights problems, requirements and solutions that are derived from actual, concrete experiences.

The fourteen papers accepted at KMIA 2008 give various answers to the following questions:

What organisational strategies can enable to enact and promote KM within organisations? How to link these organisational strategies with the ICT technology?

Organisational strategies can be related to the evolution of the organisation itself or to its environment: intra-organisational and inter-organisational strategies can thus be distinguished. Some papers emphasize the importance of collaboration and knowledge transfer for team work and collaborative projects that may be intra-organisational or inter-organisational (e.g. inter-organisational outsourcing relationships).

Strategies for designing and manufacturing innovative products are recognised as crucial for enterprises that operate in competitive sectors.

Networks of organisations can help to improve the competitiveness of these organisations: KM can thus enhance competency management in such networks and help an organisation to find relevant costumers, suppliers, or cooperation partners.

Power relationships in an organisation can also influence the KM practices.

What are the various kinds of knowledge, application domains, organisational structures, and their implication on KM?

Various typologies of knowledge were proposed in literature: tacit knowledge, explicit knowledge, know-how, knowledge mobilised by various types of competencies… These various kinds of knowledge are exploited in some papers.

Some KM solutions rely on profiles of organisation competencies and activities. The importance of competencies for innovative product design strategy in competitive sectors is also stressed.
The KMIA papers present applications in medical domain (clinical pathways, dementia management and support system), in automotive industry (design and manufacturing of complex mechanical products), in software design, in environmental planning and in financial domain. Examples of scenarios studied are: project memory, decision support, participatory planning or inter-organisational competency management.

What methods and approaches can be adopted for the design of KM solutions?
Several papers rely on empirical studies for designing a KM solution: e.g. empirical study on a software enterprise, or empirical study on networking needs in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Information Technology (IT) domain, or analysis of an experience in participatory planning in environmental domain. One paper adopt the business ethnography methodology.

What techniques and technologies can be adopted for sustainable KM solutions?
The technical solutions offered by the papers rely on document management techniques, document retrieval, contact management, decision-support systems, memory support systems, ontology-based systems, or knowledge discovery techniques.

For enhancing cooperation among organisations, some papers offer tools aimed at improving mutual awareness among a network of organisations or suggest the use of reusable patterns for supporting collaborative knowledge transfer and for inter-organisational outsourcing relationships.

What are the critical success factors for KM socio-technical solutions?
Relying on a participatory approach with the stakeholders, and with the involvement of end-users and of management, among others, and taking into account the organisational strategy and the collaboration processes in the organisation seem necessary for a successful KM solution.

In some organisations (such as hospitals), a KM solution must take into account the fact that expertise and experience are distributed over different organisational levels and different professions.

The need to take into account the context and the processes is also emphasized: context in clinical pathways, context-sensitive assistant.

Software enterprises adopting End-User Development need to take into account processes of knowledge diffusion not only in the client organisation, but also in their customer-producer relationships.

How to evaluate KM applications in real situations? What are the lessons-learned in each phase of the KM application life-cycle, from conception up to continuous adaptation?
Several case studies are described in the papers: case study about clinical pathways in medical domain, empirical study on the networking needs among
SME in the IT domain, trials in a financial to evaluate the patterns proposed for supporting collaborative knowledge transfer.

Several authors rely on a participatory approach, they derive the chosen KM solution from the organisational strategy and from the analysis of relevant case studies and they evaluate the KM solution in various contexts.

The proceedings present successively the following papers:

- In "KT" CarePacks - A Collaboration Patterns for Knowledge Transfer. Malgorzata Bugajska presents the "pattern" approach enabling to describe solutions for recurring problems. Patterns for sustainable knowledge transfer for outsourcing relationships are offered through CarePacks – reusable patterns for supporting act of collaborative knowledge transfer. The paper also presents lessons learned from introducing such patterns in a financial institution.

- In “Core Knowledge Management in a Designer Community of the Automotive Field”, Stefania Bandini, Sara Manzoni and Fabio Sartori discuss a conceptual and computational approach to the design of KM systems to support people involved in the design and manufacturing of complex mechanical products. They develop an IDS system for the acquisition, representation and use of knowledge of expert designers working in an enterprise in automotive industry.

- In "Knowledge Artifacts as Bridges between Theory and Practice: The Clinical Pathway case", Federico Cabitza, Carla Simone and Marcello Sarini analyse the definition, use and maintenance of Clinical Pathways in hospitals and their different roles for bridging medical knowledge with the related practices by which physicians deal with a specific care problem. This case stresses the need of an integrated approach towards the computer-based support of information and knowledge management in rapidly evolving cooperative work settings.

- In “Managing Knowledge in Urban Planning: Can Memory Support Systems Help?”, Adele Celino, Grazia Concilio and Anna De Liddo analyse an experience of participatory planning in environmental domain. They stress the interest of memory support systems in such planning processes as means to capture the argumentation chains produced along the planned actions and supporting them. They present the first results of a research project aiming at developing such a memory support system.

- In "Building a Framework for Actions and Roles in Organizational Knowledge Transfer", Alexander Hoffmann presents a framework that structures roles and actions relevant in organisational knowledge transfer scenarios and that is useful for identifying and classifying factors which leverage or prevent knowledge transfer.

- In “CoLinK: Cooperative Knowledge Management for Engineering Teams”, Michael Klingemann and Juergen Friedrich present CoLinK a prototype for a
process-oriented KM system useful in a participatory design project. CoLinK allows engineers to jointly model projects with generic process descriptions augmented with knowledge annotations during each project. These engineers thus constitute a virtual engineering community within the enterprise and beyond. The CoLinK system offers both document management and contact management.

- In "Conceptual Model of Target Activity as Tool for Developing Management and Support System for Dementia Care", Helena Lindgren presents a case study analysing the process of investigating suspected dementia in patient cases were analysed. The resulting model captures structures and required knowledge at different levels of care, while providing a perception of use context. The decision-support system DMSS (Dementia Management and Support System) is adapted to different use environments.

- In “On Problems, Requirements and Solution Approaches when Supporting Knowledge Intensive Processes in Industry”, Christian Luetke Entrup and Thomas Barth aim at providing support of knowledge intensive processes by analysing similarities among product data, and by offering retrieval of the relevant knowledge-related documents in the context of a given process in the domain of automotive supplier industry.

- In “Third Generation Knowledge Management in Action: Relational Practices in Swiss Companies”, Jens O. Meissner and Patricia Wolf show the relevance of third generation KM concepts to explain relational practices in contexts of face-to-face interaction and virtual communication. Scharmer’s Concept of Self-transcending Knowledge and Snowden’s Knowledge-Ecology-Approach ‘Cynefin’ enable to develop a third generation KM framework that highlights the critical role of relational practices for KM.

- In “Knowledge Management-in-action in EUD-oriented Software Enterprises”, Bernhard Nett, Johanna Meurer and Gunnar Stevens use Business Ethnography methodology for analysing practices of small software enterprises and their potential to acquire, secure and use knowledge about end-users of their products, so as to enhance End-User Development.

- In "Business Finder – A Tool for Regional Networking among Organizations", Tim Reichling, Volker Wulf and Benjamin Moos present Business Finder, a tool for improving mutual awareness among small and medium enterprises (SME) in a regional network. The design of this tool is based on an empirical study into networking needs among SME in the IT domain. Relying on text matching algorithms and integrated into the usual document management, this tool allows creation and search of profiles of organisation competencies and activities, so as to identify potential partners.

- In “Knowledge Management Capability Framework”, Birinder Sandhawalia and Darren Dalcher present a Knowledge Management Capability framework based upon an empirical case study on a software project organisation. They study the development of the organisation’s KM initiative from its initial state, to an organisational state where the KM practices are institutionalised.
and embedded within the daily activities and work methods of the organisation. KM capabilities tackled are KM infrastructure and KM processes. The proposed framework helps organisations to analyse potential imbalance between their KM initiative and their actual needs.

- In "DYONIPOS: Proactive Support of Knowledge Processes", Silke Weiß, Josef Makolm, and Doris Reisinger, present the research project DYONIPOS offering a context-sensitive and agile assistant based on semantic and knowledge discovery technologies, so as to support the knowledge workers with the currently needed knowledge automatically, in a non intrusive way.

- In “A Community of Knowledge Management Practitioners: Mirroring Power across Social Worlds”, Hiroko Wilensky, Norman Su, David Redmiles and Gloria Mark distinguish two spaces: a community of KM practitioners and their respective work organisations. The authors notice that power relationships in work organisations are transferred into the community: they influence the community processes and enhance the knowledge sharing practices among the members. Strauss's social world perspective helps to understand how the actions and interactions outside of the community impact the community.
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